The Spiritual Solution
Steps from The Big Book
One Day Workshop

Saturday February 24, 2018
1 PM until approximately 5:30 PM
"Check-In" at 12:45

"Nothing so much insures immunity from drinking as intensive work with other alcoholics." p89 Big Book

Upon completion of this workshop, each participant will have taken all 12 Steps as presented in the book Alcoholics Anonymous and understand fully how to take others through the 12 steps, further ensuring continued sobriety.

At Cross River Meditation Center
110 Harrison St., Frenchtown, NJ
Rear Courtyard Entrance, 2nd Floor

We use the book "The Spiritual Solution - Simple and Effective Recovery Through the Taking and Teaching of the 12 Steps" by John H

Workshop cost is $25 including a copy of the book or $20 if you own and bring your copy

To reserve your space (required) please visit: johnh12steps.com

A maximum of 25 seats are available for this workshop.

Additional information and directions available at johnh12steps.com
John H 908-391-9079